
A Year to Remember
As we turn to the cellar after a long harvest season, we look back at the 2018 vintage with fond

memories and an ocean of gratitude for Mother Nature. We saw harmony in our vineyards from the

soil underfoot to the fruit in hand. With almost all our rain falling between December and March,

the soils were ready and absorbent even after the wildfires, allowing charred hillsides to once

again glow green as native grasses sprouted on what was once scorched. Temperatures from April

to October averaged between 75-88 degrees during the day and 48-55 degrees at night, giving

perfect heat for ripening while cooling and lengthening the growing season each night. While

yields were larger than the previous few vintages, we maintained small, tight clusters packed with

complex flavors. This seemed almost too good to be true after maintaining amazing quality

through everything from severe drought to record breaking heat waves, and even one of the

largest fires in California history. However, the trend would be broken in 2018 as every varietal

hung between 180-220 days on the vine, coming in with absolutely perfect sugars and acidity,

mature tannins, and plenty of fruit to play with! We had some of the most fun we have ever had

making this vintage, each of the Davis men diligently working from sunrise to sunset for months

without stopping, picking early in vineyards and digging out tanks to bring you what we believe to

be the culmination of craft viticulture and enology. It has been a long 13 months since we saw our

home filled with as much uncertainty as there was smoke; it feels that with each day there is

another set of hands eager to assist, first from the community, quickly followed by wine lovers and

connoisseurs from across the globe. That blaze I spoke to you about just last year has far from

extinguished, it burns in every punchdown and every press load. The generosity has even extended

as far as Mother Nature, as she gave us perfection across the board this vintage, with enough for us

to all raise a glass to her. So cheers to the land we love and labor over, the gift we enjoy in the

glass, and those we share it with! 

 

 

From Our Vineyards and Our Hearts, 

Cooper Davis 



2016 Cab 5
After working extensively with Napa

Cabernet, winemaker Guy Davis felt he was

too often working to restrain the robust fruit.

He set his sights upon the newest Sonoma

County AVA, known for high elevation, rocky

soils, and a cooling evening wind! With

similar daytime temperatures to those in

Napa Valley, this is a perfect place to grow

bordeaux varietals! Where this vineyard

differs is in the powerful and inevitable wind

that comes every evening as the hot air rises

and pulls in cool ocean air, on its way to cool

Sonoma County. This perfect harmony of hot

and dry days, as well as cool and dry nights,

means bold, developed fruit with mature,

integrated tannin that keeps you coming

back for more. During this time of year, Cab 5

is a wine that so often fills our glasses, but we

also make sure to stock up the cellar with it.

Be sure to grab a few more bottles for this

holiday season, and also for years to come! 

Grown in the Green Valley neighborhood of

Russian River Valley, our Sparkling is a look

into a classical style of sparkling wine seldom

seen in domestic wines. The neighborhood's

low elevation causes the bottom 15-20 vines

of each row to slow its ripening so much that

it will hang for a full month longer than most

sparkling wine fruit, without getting high

sugar or low acidity. This fruit is on the vine a

month later than most sparkling grapes,

which is very apparent in its gentle yet very

complex red fruit. We highlight the fruit

through traditional Methode Champenoise

and 26 months of tirage, bringing stunning

bright red fruit with velvety smooth

carbonation that feels like rose petals

dancing across your palate. There is simply no

better wine to start a celebration, and to

kindle holiday spirits! There truly isn't a better

gift, so be sure to get enough for yourself and

for those you love!

2016 Rose de Noir


